
OXO Tot Roll Up Bib 

PRODUCT: OXO Tot Roll Up Bib ( www.oxouk.com )

  

DESCRIPTION: A roll-up pelican style bib made from part fabric, part silicone. Features include
crumb catcher and adjustable neck fastening. Available in green. Suitable from 6 months
onwards.

  

GOOD POINTS: The new roll up bib from OXO Tot certainly has some clever design features to
make it the perfect bib solution for  those all important baby weaning stages.

  

While the design of the bib is based on the classic pelican-style, it has a soft nylon material top
half, combined with a durable silicone crumb-catcher bottom!

  

Available in a fresh green colour, the fabric top is kind to young sensitive skin, and provides
good coverage on top of any clothing. The bib sits comfortably around the neck and can be
secured via a strong Velcro fastening on the side, which can also be easily adjusted to cater for
your growing child.
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The silicone 'pocket' has soft rounded edges and is wide and deep to catch food mess
and spills, which makes the bib particularly suited to use while you are transferring your
child onto solids.  What's more the whole bib is very easy to wipe clean and
can even be machine washed.

  

In addition, the bib can be usefully rolled up into its own pocket once you've finished
with it and fastened shut for easy storage and transportation in any bag. 

  

This is, in our opinion, a well designed bib which has a classic look and some wonderful
design features to cater well for messy eaters and busy mums (or even messy mums and
busy eaters!)

  

BAD POINTS: Quite pricey for one bib, but good quality for the money.

  

PRICE: £12 each

  

  

Click here  to go to all product reviews

  

Click here  to go to all articles
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